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ABSTRACT

   A  peculiar 
"co]lapsing"

 landslide occurred  at  Nanarnawari, Mitaka-iriya, on  the Izu Peninsula
during the 1978 Izu-Oshima-Kinkai earthquake.  Fietd investigations showed  the causes  and  phenem-
ena  connected  wlth  this slide. The  ]andslide began on  a slope  of  25e wlth  the sliding of  scorla,  soil  and

part of  the  paleosol. The sliding  surface  was  formed within  the upper  part of  the paleosol, probably
in a  weathered  ash  bed, severar  meters  below the  original surface  of  the  slope.

   During  of  transportation, the sliding  materials  disintergrated into dry debris and  fiowed onto  the
fiat surface  across  the  river, dashed against  the opposite  slope  then rebounded  and  settled in a lobe-shtiped

deposit with  Iatera] ridges  and  a distal mound.

   The  Iandslide continued  less than 30 seconds,  but its maximum  velocity  was  more  than 11.7 mfs.
The basic causes  of  the Iandslide were  insuMcient Iateral support  b> strata on  the  lower slope  and  a  weak

halloysite-rich paleesol in which  the  sliding  surface  formed. The Iandslide at Nanarnawari  is consider-
ed  a  special  type of  slide found in Japan.

1. IN[[RODUCTION

   Seyere damage  was  caused  in the eastern  part of  the I'zu Peninsula by the 1978 Izu-Oshima-
Kinkai earthquake,  magnitude  7.0, which  occurred  at 12h24m on  14 January 1978. The epicenter

of  the main  shock  was  tocated at 34.8eN and  139.80E [tl. Physical phenomena  associated  with

the earthquake  have been described in detail in the Buaetin of the Etirthquake Research institute,
U}iiyersity of 7bkyo (Vol. 53, 1978).
   Peculiar "collapsing"*

 landslides toek place in Mitaka-iriya, Kawazu-cho,  about  25 km  west

of  the eplcenter  during this earthquake  as  wetl  as  many  small  landslides and  rockfalls  over  a  large
area  of  the eastern  part of  the Izu Peninsula (Fig. 1). The  landslides in Mitaka-iriya aroused

considerable  research  interest because they took place on  rather  gentie slopes  and  formed de-

positional bodies over  exceptionally  large areas  in comparison  to their rather  narrow  source  areas.

   The  Izu Peninsula has Miocene  Yugashima and  Shirahama Groups  as  its basement rocks,
and  these are  widely  overlain  by volcanics  of  P]iocene to Quaternary age.  In the eastern  part
particularly, many  monogenetic  volcanoes  have been formed during the iast tens of  thousands
of  years [2]. Four  monogenetic  volcanoes  (Oike, Koike, Oike-Minami, and  Hachiyama) lie
west  of  Mitaka-iriya at which  place the materials  making  up  the slopes  are  mainly  composed

"
 I have used  

"collapsing"

 to designate a  landslide in which  most  of  the

 integrates into debris.

Note: Discussion open  until 30 November,  1983.
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material  col]apses  then dis-
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Fig. 1 Map  of  the distributien of'landslides  in Mitaka-jriya. For the
      numbers  of  the landslides refer to ･the text, section  3. The  solid

      circle indicates the locality in Appendix  B.

of  pygoclastic fail deposits, scoria  and  atsti. They  
'probably

 carrie frorp eruptions  of  these

volcanoes  and  show  stratificatlons  nearly  paral!el to the slope  surfaces,  except  in areas  where

erosion  has taken  place.
   The  landslides in Mitaka-iriya began with  the sliding  of  scoria,  soil and  a part of  the pal-
eosol  on  slopes  of150  to 300. The  sliding  surface  ofeach  landslide was  fbrmed in the upper  part

of  the paleosol, probably in weathered  ash,  several  meters  below the origlnal  surface  of  the slope.

During transportation, the sliding  material  disintegrated into dry debris and  flowed a  distance

of  100 to 300 m.

    Most  of  the material  on  the slope  slid down from the source  area  and  was  deposited on  the

riyer  bed as  well  as  on  the fiat area  on  either  side  of  the rlver. The  depositional area  on  the flat

made  a clearly  defined lobe similar  to that produced by the rock  avalanche  at Elrn, Switzerland

in 1881 [3]. Plants which  grew on  the original  source  surface  were  moyed,  but not  mixed  much

with  the debris; they ended  on  top of  the deposits.

    Landslides occurred  at  seven  localities in Mitaka-lriya (Fig. I). Of  these, the lands]ide at

Nanarnawari (I in Fig. 1) which  destroyed nine  houses and  killed seven  peopie, has been studied

in detail.
    Before the slide  at Nanamawari, similar  disasterous collapsing  landslides had taken  place

at  many  other  localities during the 1949 Imaichi and  1968 off Tokachi (Tokaehi-Oki) earthquakes.

Their characteristics  and  causes,  however, were  not  thoroughiy  determined as  they  have been

for the Nanamawari  slide  in this study.  The  characteristics and  causes  of  the landslide at Nana-

mawari  and  their general extension  to collapsing landslides of  pyroclastic fall deposits triggered

by earthquakes  are  discussed.

             2. THE  COLLAPSING  
LANDSLIDE

 
AT

 TSANAMAWARI
2.1 MethodofStudy

   No  one  who  experienced  the landslide directly survived.  Moreover, its deposits were  ex-

cavated  

'immediately
 after  the sljde to iescue sevep'  buried people. I began field work  early  in

April, three months  after  the slide  and  used  the fo11owing progedpres tQ determine its character-

istics and  causes.  . 
',
 

'
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   The nature  of  the slide  area,  immediately after  the event,  was  reconstructed  from  interviews
with  residents  who  live in the civinity  and  by checking  photographs taken  by Mr, K, Tsuchiya
on  the day of and  the day after  the slide, ones  taken  by police oMcers  from the Shimoda Police
Station during excavation  of  the deposits, ones  taken  from the air by the  Shimoda Forestry OMce
January 17th, and  aerial  photographs  with  a  scale  of  1 :8,OOO  taken  by the Aero Asahi Corpora-
tion on  January 19th (Photo 1).

Photo 1Stereo  pair of  eerial photographs  of  the landslides in Mitaka-iriya.
The landslide at Nanatnawari  (I in Fig. 1) is in the  east;  Eandslides
II and  III are  west  ofit. Lanclslide III formed very  clear lobe-
shap6d  deposits with  a  distal mound  and  lateral ridges. These
photographs  were  taken by the Aero  Asahi Corporation  on  January
l9th, five days after  the  earthquake  (photograph numbers  7895 and
7896).

/

   The  information gained from  these sources shewed  that the source  area  and  the proximal

part of  the depositional area  stilt rnaintained  their original  shapes  in April. Some  smail  debris
in the source  area,  however, had  been washed  out  by rain, so  that patches of  the sliding  surface

showed  in April.

   Details of  the original  Iandforrns and  other  features of  the slide  area  were  obtained  frorn
interviews and  aerial  photographs with  a scale  of  l:10,OOO, which  were  taken  by the Geographical
Survey Institute in 1977.

   The Shirnoda Ferestry OMce  made  a survey  map  of  the slide  area  with  the scale  of  1:1,OOO
within  two  weeks  of  the landslide, I have added  contours  at  2-meter intervals from simple  meas-

urements  made  with an  altimeter  and  pocket compass.  This map  was  used  as  the base map  fbr
my  study  of  the Iandslide.

    Four  hand auger  borings were  drilled through  the sliding  surface  in the source  area  in May

1978, The  paleosol  was  sampled  in June to check  its textures. Its mineral  composition  was

determined by X･ray analysis,  and  a  direct shear  test was  perfbrmed on  it at the site in June. Six
other  landslide and  nonslide  areas  also  were  surveyed  briefly.

2.2 Description ofthe  Landslide

2,2.1 71te original  lancijbrm

    The  landslide at Nanamawari  occurred  on  a triangular slope  with  a  150-m base, a  150-m
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slope  length and  an  average  inclination of  25e toward the southeast  (Figs. 2 and  3).
    Before the slide, the slope  was  traversed diagonally by a  path  about  2rn wide  and  about

5m  deep at maximum,  running  northeast  to southwest.  The  cut  depth of  this path  decreased
northeastward.  The  lower, southern  part of  this slope  also,was  cut  by asmall  but steep  stream

wall tranding N-S. The strearn  originated  from a  spring  on  the lower part of  the slope  just be-
low the path; it was  steep  on  the west  side, but gradually changed  to a gentle slope  then  a  fiat
surface  at the eastern side of  the foot of  the slope.

    At the foot of  the slope,  a  fiuvial deposit with  fiat top surface  cut  from north  to south  by
the Tajiri Rjver was  present. This had a  westward  facing slope on  its east  side.

   Trees on  the slope  (the slide  source  area)  were  mainly  conifers  above  the path with  orange
and  broad-leaf trees below it. There were  nine  houses, rice fields and  orange  orchards  on  the
fiat surface  at  the fbot of  the slope.  The  siope  was  almost  smooth  and  showed  no  landslide topo-
graphy  just before the earthquake.
2.2.2 1lost-slldeconditions

   The  path that traversed  the  slope  befbre the slide  remained  as  a  
"terrace"

 afterwards.  The
small  strearn  wall  also  remained  as  a  steep  waJl  although  its southern  part was  buried under  debris

(Figs. 2 and  3).

   The  landslide area  is divided into the soutce.and  depositional .areas. The  source  area  has
two  parts, the triangurar slope  above  the terrace (sourCe area  A  in Figs. 2 and  3) and  the trape-
zoidal  slope  below the terrace and  to the wgst  of  thg stream  wall  (source area  B in Figs. 2 and  3).

   Source area  A  is bounded on  its upper  side  by, .a nonslide  area  with  -a nearly  vertical  cliff

about  3 m  high. A  similar  cliff fortns the b6u'ndary. between source  area  B anct the nonslide

area  to its west.  
'
 

''
 

'

     
              WEST

    

Fig. 2 Sketch of  the Iandslide at Nanarnawari: before (uPpeD ahd after (lower)
     the landslide. 
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            Fig. 3 Detailed map  of  the ]ands!ide at.Nanamawari  and  its proMe.
                  Locality numbers  (loc. 1-5) show  the points where  the internal
                  structures  of  the beds or  debris were  observed  (see text).

   A  depositional ]obe-shaped area  covers  the slope  below the terrace, the slope  east  of  the

strearn  (slope C  in Figs. 2 and  3), the stream  bottom, the fiat top surface  of  the fiuvial deposits
on  both sides  of'the  Tajiri River and  the slope  to the east  of  that river  (Fig. 3). Part of  this de-

positional area  is on  a  slepe  below source  area  B  where  sliding  debris was  depesited as  a  small

mound.

   Photographs taken  of  excavations  in the depositional area  immediately after  the landslide
show  clear  cross  sectlons  of  the deposits at the proximai  and  distal ends  of  the depositional area.

   The area  of  the Iandslide area  was  47,8oo m2;  16,500 m2  in the source  area  and  31,300m2
in the depositional area.  The  material  that slid from the source  area  is assumed  to have been
300-350cm thick (2.2,3) with.,.a calculated  yolume  ef  49,500-57,750m3.

2.2.3 Geolqgy

   Beds in the source  area  are  eomposed  of  pyroclastic fa11 deposits with  stratification  dipping
about  25e, from the surface  of  the slope.  The succession  was  determined from observations  of

outcrops  at the strearn wall, at the sliding  surface  and  at the small  cliff bounding the source  area.

Data  from hand auger  berings and  the exposure  made  along  the crosscut  in the source  area  in
1979 augmented  visual observations  (see Fig. Il).
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Fig.4
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Schematic columnar  section  of  the pyroclastic
fall deposits at  Nanamawari.

    The  succession  of  the beds in ascending  order  is lapilli (more than  1m  thick), scoria  (3 m
40 cm),  altered  scoria  (80 cm),  paleosol (1 m  20 cm  to 2 m),  fine scoria  (60 cm  to 1 m),  coarse

scoria  (1 m),  and  soil (60 cm  to 1 m)  (Fig. 4).

    The  sliding  surface  formed in the  paleosol  [4] and  this caused  the 300 to 350 cm  thick layers
above  it to slide. Part of  the paleosol and  the layers above  it show  as  an  outcrop  at the cliff that

surrounds  the source  area.  Part of  the paleosol  and  its underlying  strata  show  as  an  outcrop

at the stream  wall.

(1) Beds that slid

    The  paleosol is sticky  and  very  weak,  being easily  penetrated  by a  pencil. Many  small  holes,
about  1 mm  in diameter penetrate it. These probably are  traces of  the dissolved roots  of  plants.
Tlte paleosol is divided in two  by differences in color;  the light-brown section  is the upper  pai-
eosol  and  the brown section  the lower paleosol. These two parts gradually merge.  The char-

acters  of  the paleosol are deseribed in detail in section  2.4.

    The  fine scoria  bed above  the paleosol  is composed  of  black or  reddish  brown  scoria  grains

1mm  or  more  in diameter and  has laminae of  these grains. It tends to separate  along  the

bedding plane and  disintegrated into the conStituent  grains when  scraped  with  a  knifo.

    The  coarse  scoria  bed  above  the fine scoria is composed  of  sceria  grains a few millimeters

to one  centimeter  in diameter. These grains are  black or  reddish  brown lnternally with  surfaces

altered to yellow. The grains are weakly  borided and  are easily  separated  by hand.

    The  soil  is black in the upper  

'10-30cm,
 but brown  below. Plant roots  are  present with-

in this soil, but do not  reach  the coarse  scoria bed beneath it.

    The boundaries between the paleosol and  the fine scoria  above  it, as  well  as between the fine
scoria  and  the coarse  scbria abovg  it, are clear and  wavy.  The  boundary betweeri the paleosel

and  the altered  scoria  beneath it is clear  and  smooth  in some  parts, but gradual in other  piaces.
(2) Strata lower than the Paleosol 

'

    The altered scoria  bed is composed  of  scoria  and  brown  clay,'and  is' breakable with  a pick.
This bed contains  plant fragments 3 cm  thick and  20 cm  long at  the maximum.  These fragments

have a  radiometric  age  of  40.400± 1400 B.P. (TK-239).
    The  scoria  beneath the altered scoria bed is composed  mainly  of  scoria grains with  subor-

dinate lapilli and  blocks. Its black or  reddish  brown grains are'several'millimeters  to 2cm  in
diameter. They･are-well bonded to ene  another  and-are  not  easily-separable by hancl. At its
top, the bed is in eontact  with  the altered scoria and  at its base with  the lapilli bed, both along
nearly  smooth  planes.
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   The  lapilli bed beneath the scoria  is eomposed  mainly  of  lapilIi with  subordinate  blocks;
it outcrops  at the lowermost part of  the stream  wall.  It is from this bed that the stream  springs.

(3) Traceofanoldlandslide

   It is important to understand  previous landslide history when  inyestigating recent  catastroph-

ic landslides. Most  of  the surface  materials  on  slope  C (Figs. 2 and  3) did not  slide  in the 1978

landslide, but internal structures  that indicated an  old  Iandslide were  found at the head of  the

stream  (loc, 1 in Fig. 3) and  at the crosscut  (Ioc. 2 in Fig. 3) trending  NNE-SSW  that had  been
made  in slope C  in October i979.

   At the head  of  the stream,  the upper  part ef  the fine scoria  bed  has coliapsed  and  protrudes
70  cm  intc the lower part of  the coarse  scoria  bed above  it at  a  right  angle  to the bedding plane
(Fig. 5). The  base of  this fine scoria  has nat  been  disturbed; stratification  is well  preserved,
as  a  whole.  The  paleesol, fine scoria  and  coarse  scoria  beds, as well  as  the soil are  all layered
in ascending  order.

as A

/l

Et

Flg. 5

t'l ww-

  
Sketches sh6wing  the trace of  an  old  landslide, (loc. 1 [upperl
and  Ioc. 2 [lowerl shoWn  in Fig. 3,). The upper  part of  the

fine scoria  bed protrudes into the lower part of  the coarse

sceria bed, but as a  whole  stratification is well  preserved.

    At the trench, the upper  part of  the fipe scoria  bed thrusts a  thin layer, about  10 cm  thick,

 into the lower part of  the coarse  scoria  bed above  it (Fig,' 5). In contrast,  the base of  the fine
 scoria  bed has not  been disturbed, In general, stratification  is well  preserved.

    Distortion of  stratification  is restricted  to the upper  part of  the fine scoria  and  the Iower part
 ofthe  coarse  scoria  beds. It does not  extend'to  the lower part ofthe  fine scoria  bed. This shows
･ that the distortion was  caused  by the sliding  of  the upper  part of  the fine scoria,  the coarse  scoria

 and  the soil, the sliding  surface  being within  the fine scoria  bed, not  within  the paleosol. The

 distorted part is tight with  no  open  cracks;  thus, the sliding  shown  by this distortion was  not
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made  during the recent  earthquake;  it is older.

    The  oid  landslide is presumed  to have been of  smatl  scale  in comparison  with  the 1978 land-
slide  because its source  area  is nearly  flat and  shows  no  landslide topography.  Layers, proba-
bty of  uniform  thi¢ kness, have slid from the old  source  area  and  the sliding  surface  formed within
the paleosol beneath the fine scoria  bed has outcropped  after  the recent  landslide.

(4) Fault at the stream  head

    A  fault was  found at the stream  head that cuts  the paleosol and  the beds beneath it. This

fault, striking  N  350E and  dipping 400NE, appears  to be a  reverse  fault with  a  1-m displacement
in its dip-slip component.  There is no  open  crack  along  the fault plane. Therefore, no  dis-

placement  seems  to have occurred  along  this fault during the 1978 earthquake.

2.2,4 Sourcearea

    The source  area  is a triangular slope  in¢ lined southeastward.  It is divided in two  by a  
"ter-

race"  (the trace of  the path that existed  before the slide)  into a  triangular source  area,  A, above

the terrace and  a  trapezoidal source  area, B, below it. Source area  B  is bounded  by a  steep  strearn

wall  on  the east.

    A  nearly  vertical  cliff about  3 m  high forms the boundary between source  area  A  and  the

nonslide  area.  The  cliff is V-shaped  with  the vertex  at  the top. This cliff is not  easy  to make

out  on  the lower part of  the slope  because a  large arnount  of  debris hides it at the eastern  rnargin

of  source  area  A  and  because rnany  open  cracks  have formed  near  the southeastern  margin  of

the same  area.

   These open  cracks  haye formed where  there were  conifers,  bush, or  grass. Open cracks

on  the ground in the coniferous  forest are  found along  the boundaries between the root  systems

of  the conifers.  They produce  a  honeycomb pattern with  one  or  more  trees in each  cell. Open

cracks  in the area  with  bush or  grass do not  form a  honeycomb pattern and  tend  to run  NE-SW

at right  angles  to the direction of  the landslide.

   A  similar  cliff is present between source  area  B  and  the nonslide  area  to its west.  There

are  few open  cracks  in the nonslide  areas  around  source  areas A  and  B, except  near  the south-

eastern  margin  of  A  where  there are  many  open  cracks  as  described above.
                 '
   The  surfaces  of  sour ¢ e areas  A  and  B are  generally smooth  because most  of  the materiasl

in these areas  have slid away.  Only a  small  amount  of  debris remains.

(1) Soil layer blocks and  debris

   In the upper  part and  on  the Iateral sides  of  source  area  A, much  debris, about  1 m  or  more

thick, remains  as well  as many  soil layer blocks that are Iimited by the root  systems  of  one  or

more  of  the trees in them  (Photo 2). Most  trees in the blocks were  standing  aBd  alive  in June

1978. The  debris is especially thick along  the lower northeastern  side.

Photo 2 Soil Iayer blocks and  debris rernaining  in the upper

       part of source  area  A  in Fig. 4.
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   In the middle  ef  the lower part of  A, however, the debris is only  a  few or  several  tens of  centi-

meters  thick, and  the soil Iayer blocks are  scattered.  Sorne debris and  soil  layer blocks are trap-

ped on  the terrace. In source  area B  several soil layer blocks and  debris, 1 meter  or  less thick,

remam.

   The  debris in these two source  areas  is composed  of  disaggregated scoria (particularly coarse

scoria),  soil, paleosol, and  ble¢ ks with  a maximum  diameter of  about  one  and  a half meters  (Pho-
to 2). Mest  blocks are  composed  of  fine scoria,  coarse  scoria,  er both. A  few are  made  up

of  coarse  scoria,  fine scoria,  and  paleosol. The  blocks, many  with  diarneters of  more  than  1 m,

are  larger than  those in the depositional area.

(2) Sliding surface

   Some researchers  say  that the Iandslide was  caused  by the liquefaction of  scoria.  The  fbl-

lowing facts prove, however, that sliding took place on  a sliding  surface  produced within  the pal-

eosol  bed:
    1. A  sliding surface, slickensided on  the paleosol with  many  groov¢ -like striations,  was

       found in patches of  outcrops  in the source  area  because a  considerable  amount  of  the

       fine surface debris had  been washed  away  by rain  after  the landslide (Fig. 3 and  Photo 3).

   2. Undisturbed paleosol was  found beneath the debris at six points along  the foot of the

       cliff around  source  areas  A  and  B (Fig. 3). At  one  point, on  the uppermost  part of

       source  area  A, undisturbed  paleosol is present beneath the debris at a  place where  the

       moving  debris probably had  not  considerably  hollowed the paleosol.

   3. The  landslide debris is composed  only  of  the paleosol and  materia]s  from the beds above

       it'

   4. Some  blocks of  debris contain  paleosol material  as  well  as  scorias.

'

Photo  3Sliding  surfhce  with  groove-like striations in
the paleosol.

(3) Lateral support  by the lower part of the slope

   To  investigate the causes  and  mechanism  of  the 1978 lands]ide, we  needed  to know  whether

the beds that slid had had lateral support  before the slide. A  clue was  provided by the fresh

plants roots  present in the lowest part of  the source  area  slope  after  the slide.

   The cliff around  the source  area  showed  that plant roots  are limited in the soil, and  even  at
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their lowest points, do not  reach  the coasre  scoria  bed beneath it. Thus, we  concluded  that the

plant roots  in this area  did not  originally  penetrate the soil, coarse  scoria,  and  fine scoria  to what

was  to become  the sliding  surface.

    AfteT the landslide', however, firesh plant roots  were  seen  penetrating the sliding  surface  along

the terrace trace of  the path. Given these observations,  part of  the paleosol must  have been
exposed  along  the path before the slide, Thus, part of  the paleosol, and  consequently  the beds

above  it in source  area  A, must  have been ctit by the path and  therefore did not  havp lateral sup-

port from  the strata  on  the lower slope  befbre the lands]ide. This inference matches  the fact
that the path had a depth of  about  5 m  at the maximum  and  that the sliding  surface  at  this time

was  about  three and  a  half meters  below the original  surface  of  the slope.

    Before the landslide, a  similar  condition  must  have been present along  the stream  wall  that

bounds most  of  the lowest part ef  the slope  of  source  area  B. Afterwards the sliding  part of
the paleosol and  the beds beneath it showed  up  as  outcrops  along  the stream  wall.  These  beds
are  gently inclined and  cut  by the stream  wall.  They  also  have fresh plant roots  apd  lichens in

patches along  the stream  wall  surface.  This shows  that the outline  of  the stream  wall,  itself;
was  not  much  changed  by the sliding. Consequently, the beds must  have been cut  by the stream

wall  before the 1978 landslide.

   The stream  wall  formed the lower margin  of  the northeastern  part of  the slope  of  source

area  B (three-fburths of  source  area  B); accordingly,  the surface  beds in this part probably were
not  supported  laterally by the strata  on  the lower slope  before the slide. In the southwestein

part (one-fourth of  area  B), the slope  contin.ued  smoothly  downward as  it had  not  been cut  by
the stream  wall  before the landslide.

2.2.5 Depositionaiarea

(l) Morphology

   The  depositional area  is lobe-shaped, except  for a  small  mound  of  deposits on  the slope  at

a  point lower than  seurce  area  B. These lobe-shaped deposits coyeT  slope  C, the small  stream

bottorn, the fiat surface  at the foot of  the slope,  the Tajiri River, and  the fiat surface  and  slope

on  the opposite  side  Qf  that river.

   Two  ridges  of  debris several  meters  high, trending NW-SE,  are  present along  the north-

easteTn  margin  and  in the center of  the depositional area,  where  there were  no  ridges  befbre the
slide  (Fjg. 3). The  depositional area  is divided in two,  the northeastern  (A' in Fig. 3) and  south-

western  (B' in Fig. 3) parts, by the ridge  in the center  of  the depositional area.

Ivbrtheastern ptll't: A' The  "ortheastern  depositional area,  A', is lobe-shaped with  two  lateral
ridges  along  its northeastern  and  southwestern  margins,  Its southeastern  rnargin  is along  the
road  running  from its north  to its south  on  the slope  east  of  the road  in the middle  of  the margin.

The top of  the margin  on  the slope  is about  8m  above  the road  and  is about  15 m  above  the

Tajiri River.

   A  mound  of  deposits about  8 m  high and  50 m  in diameter, is located between the road  and

the river  above  the surrounding  deposit surface (Fjg. 3 and  Photo 4). The  center  of  this mound
is about  30 m  SSW  from the centerline of  A', trending  NW-SE.

   The deposits show  a  rather  smooth  top surface except  fbr the lateral ridges  and  the mound
in the southeast.  The  deposits in the lateral ridges  are  at least 4m  thick, and  in the northwest-

ern  part of  slope C  and  its neighboring  flat surface  a  few tens of  centimeters  to about  one  meter

thick. The  deposits average  about  10m  in the mound  in the southeast  of  A'; elsewhere  the

average  is several  meters  thick, as  judged from photegraphs  taken  after  the landslide.
Southvaestern part: B' The  southwestern  depositional area,  B', covers  the stream  bottorn, the
fiat plane to the southeast  of  it and  the slope  at points lower than source  area  B. It does not
reach  the Tajiri River. -

 ,

   Atthough the complete  morphology  of  the deposits in B' is nat  clear  because of  scarcity  of

data, the deposit on  the stream  bottom is at  least '3 m  to 4m  60 cm  thick [5] and  has a smooth
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Photo  4Oblique  view  of  depositional area  A', looking
southeast,  before the slide  (upper), and  on  the
day after the land slide (lower). A  and  B in
the photographs represent  constructions  that

were  not  damaged by the Iandslide. -Photo-

graphs courtesy  of  Mr. K. Tsuchiya (upper)
and  the  Shirnoda Police Statibn (lower).

top surface.  Along the slope  below source  area  B, the deposits fbrm a  mound  five to six  meters

high above  the sliding  surface  in B, so  the over-all  deposit on  B' is probably  a  few meters  thick.

Deposits were  found among  orange  trees that were  not  dislodged from their pre-landslide posi-
tion along  the southern  margin  of  the mound.

(2) Debris

   Internal structures  and  the composition  ef  the debris, observable  in the northeastern  part

(A') of  the depositional area  are  described northwest  to southeast  from the source  area.  Debris
in the southwestern  part (B') probabiy is similar  to that in A', but it was  not  observable.

Proximal part: slope  C  and  its neighboring  fut sut:1?iee  Along slope  C, the site of  an  orange

grove before the slide, little surface  materiais  were  moved,  but the orange  tree roots  and  surface

soil were  eroded.  Soil with  some  plant roots  remains  coyered  by debris a  few tens of  centimeters

to 1 m  thick along  the upper  part of  this slope.  Along the lower part (Ioc. 3 in Fig. 3), an  orange

tree with  its roots  in soll had been fiattened to the southeast,  but not  dis16dged. It is covered

by debris 1 m  thick.

   Debris on  slQpe  C  and  its neighboring  flat surface  is composed  of  disaggregated scoria  grains

(especially coarse  scoria  grains), soil, blocks ef  scoria  l m  aeross  at maximum,  and  clods  of  pal-
eosol  sevbral tens of  centimeters  thick and  a few meters  wide.  Many  of  the blocks are  composed

of  fine scoria.  Brocks cornposed  of  coarse  scoria,  or  of  coarse  and  fine scorias,  are  few. The

paleosol clods  make  many  small  mounds  a few meters  in diameter (Photo 5).
   Internal structures  of deposits in the'proximal  part were  checked  at the northeast-trending

vertical  cross  section  ef  the deposits on  the flat surface  near  slope  C  (loc. 4 in Fig. 3). This toca-

tion is shown  in Photo 6 and  in the sketch,  Fig. 6. At first glance, the deposit looked chaotic,

but close  investigation showed  that it is layered. A  layer about  lm  thick, composed  mainly

of  black soil, forms the bottom part of  the depesit. It is overlain  by a layer composed  mainly

of  paleosol crods  which,  in turn, is coyered  by disaggregated coarse  seoria  grains and  fine scoria
fragments several  to seyeral  tens of  centimeters  across.
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Photo  5Small  mounds  of  paleoso; clods  at  the  proximal part
of  depositional area  A', June 1978. Grass grew
after  the slide.

Photo  6Photograph  of  the cross  section  of  the deposits at the
proximal part of  depositional area  A' (loc. 4 in Fig. 4).

1

   The  black soil at the bottom generally is a  few centimeters,  or  more,  thick, although  it thins
out  in plaoes. It includes coarse  scoria  grains and  fragments of  fine s¢ oria  several  millirneters

to 2 cm  across;  thus, this black soil is allochthonous.  The  paleosol on  it is separated  into clods,
several  tens of  centimeters  thick and  irregular outlines  a  few meters  wide.  The  clods  have some

black soil near  their bases, and  fine scoria  fragments, several  centimeters  to 30cm  across,  and

coarse  scoria  grains are  present  locally in them. The  black soil and  scorias  in the paleosol  clods

probably  were  present when  the paleosol clods  slid.

   Spaces between the paleosol clods  are  fi11ed with  black soil, coarse  scoria  grains, fragments
of  fine scoria,  and  small  fragments of  the paleosol. These space-fi11ing  materia]s are  apt  to be
rich  in black soil in the lower parts and  rich  in scorias  in the upper  parts. 

'

   Beneath the debris there is a  homogeneous  brown soil that has fresh plant roots.  It is over-
lain by debris with  a  clear,  smoeth  surface.  Some  peices of  straw  and  vinyl,  not  heavily sheared,
are  sandwiched  between the two  locally. Grass had grown  in the upper  part of  the soil in April
1978, These observations  are  evidence  that the brown soil was  the surface  soil before the slide
and  that it was  not  hollowed deeply and  differentially by moving  debris.
MiddZe part Debris in the middle  part of  A' was  excavated  just after  the landslide. Judged
from  photographs (Photo 4, and  others),  the deposits were  the same  as in the proximal  part, but
many  of  the scoria  blocks seem  to have been less than several  tens of  centimeters  in diameter.
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Distalpart A  cross  section  of  tlte deposits in the distal part'was found along  the road  trending

NLS  (loc. 5 in Fig. 3). Photo 7, taken January l7th, shows  a  stratified  deposit whose  upper  part

is composed  of  bfown material  and  whose  lower part is composed  of  pale yellow  material.  The

color  of  the yellow material  indicates that it probably is rich  in coarse  scoria,  and  the part with

brown material  probably is rich  in soiL

   In April 1978, I observed  the yellow colored  deposit at  the point shown  in Photo 7. The

parts of  this deposit were  made  up  of  irregu!arly atternated beds of  disaggregated coarse  scoria

grains and  soil (Photo 8), each  bed being several  centimeters  thick. These alternated  beds must

have been formed by the landslide because there are  no  beds like this in the cliff abutting  the

source  area  and  because the constltuent  materjals  of  the beds are  disaggregated scoria  and  soil.
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Photo 7 Photograph of  depositional area  A'

       during its excavation,  looking south-

       east. The  crosscut  of  the  deposits at

       the distal rim  is at the top of  the

       photograph. The  circle  indicates the

       area  shown  in Photograph 8. Photo-

       graph  courtesy  of  the Shimoda Potice
       Station.

Photo8  Alternating beds of  disaggregated coarse

       scoria  gr'ains and  soil  in the  deposits at the

       distal part of  depositional area  A'. This area

       is shown  in Photograph  7 as an  open  circle.

       It is loc. 5 in Fig. 4.

   Photo 7 shows  that the deposit in the  distal area  has no  large blocks, but I found paleosol
clods  10 cm  thick and  l m  wide  as  well  as  fine scoria  fragments less than  IO cm  across  in deposits
disturbed by excavation.

2.2.6 7?ansportation oj'plants andhouses

    Most  plants that grew on  the source  area  before the slide  were  moved  without  much  rnixing

up  with  the debris; they  were  located on  the top  of  the deposits, The  distribution of  plants in
the landslide area  before and  after  the landslide is shown  in Fig, 7. Trees on  the  slope  along

the southeastern  margin  of  depositional area  A" before the slide  were  carried SE  to SSE  by moy-

ing debris, but not  dislodged (see Photo  7).

   The  nine  houses located on  the depositional area  before the slide were  crushed  completely

by the moving  debris and  were  found in the lower part of  the deposits after  the  landslide. The

fragments of  these houses were  not  scattered,  parts of  each  house being found in a  mass  (orai
communications  from oMcers  of  the Shimoda Police Station), Transportation of  these houses
is shown  in Fig. 7.

   Five of  the seven  victims  were  foufld with  the houses; the other  two  bedies were  fbund at
a  work  site about  30 m  southwest  of  the house in the center  of  A' on  the right  bank of  the Tajiri
River. These two  peop}e, who  probably had been working  during the  earthquake,  are  believed
to have been buried (but not  dislodged) by moving  debris,

2,2.7 Elstimation oftlte ditration ofthe lanctslide
    Mr. Z. Tsuchiya (from whose  house the Landslide area is visible)  told me,  

"When

 I went  out

of  my  house, feeling afraid  of  the shaking  of  the earthquake,  the landslide had already  finished."
In addition,  Mr. K. Tsuchiya and  his wife, who  live in a house 5oo m  southeast  of  the slide  area

and  who  re-enacted  what  they  did during the earthquake,  told me  that violent  shaking  took place
for about  30 seconds.  Thus, the landslide $tarted and  finished in less than  30 seeonds  from the

beginning of  the earthquake.

2,2.8 Precipitation conditions  befbre the slitle

    Precipitation conditions  at the slide  area  were  almost  the same  as  those at the nearby  sta-

tion, Inatori, 3 km  ESE  ef  the site.  Precipitation data for Inatori are  given on  a  daily basis (Fig.
8) from  December  1977 to January 1978 [6, 7]. There were  two  peaks of  precipitation before
the stide. One, a  74-mm  fall in the middle  of  December,  and  the other,  an  84-mm  fatl over  three
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Fig. 7Distribution of  plants and  houses before and  after the  1978

Nariamawari Iandslide. Plants present before the sliding  in
the source  areas  (A and  B) are  drawn  with  fine lines, and

those present in the  depositional areas  (A' and  B') after  the

slide are  drawn with  heavy lines.

gv.k-i"`B

 508

¢

Fig. 8Daily  precipitation data, Inatori, December 1977 to January 1978 [6, 7].

days at the end  of  December. There was  little precipitation during the l3 days that preceded

the landslide.
   The  scorias  and  soil in the disptaced materials  are  yery  porous and  are permeable. In ad-

dition, the deposits immediately after  the slide were  dry and  loose, shlfting  and  compacting  un-

derfoot (oral communication  frem oMcers  of  the Shimoda Police Station). Therefore the scorias

and  sqil in the displaced materials  must  have been dry at the time of  sliding, but the paleosol be-

neath  them  presurnably was  not  dry because it retains  water  welll.
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    A  dust cloud  was  seen  in the direction of  Nanamawari  cluring the earthquake  at  Mitaka-
hama  about  3 km  southeast  of  there. It is believed to have been generated by the ]andslide and
probably  shows  the dryness of  the dispiaced materials.

2.3 Reconstruction ofLandslide  Phenomena

    Landslide p.henomena are  classified  based on  the descriptions given in section  2.2.

2.3.1 Modes  ofmovement
    Slide and  debris fiow are  indicated as  the modes  of  movement  for the disnlaced materials.
but most  materials  that slid were  dry. Although these two  modes  rnay  be calied  a  debris ava:

!apche, the term  avalanche  does not  indicate the modes  of  movement;  therefore, J have not  used

it m  this paper.
(1) Theslide

    Striations in the sliding  surface  show  that sliding  occurred.  What  was  this sliding?

    There are  many  paleosol clods  a  few meters  in diameter that are  detached from each  other,
in the proximal part ef  the depositional area  (2.2.5). In contrast,  many  soil layec blocks remain
in the upper  part  of  the seurce  area  although  they  are  scattered  in its lower portion (2.2.4).
    These phenomena  show  that the beds aboye  the sliding  surface  did not  slide  as  a  slab,  but
as  many  btocks a  few meters  wide.  Most  soil layer blocks left in the upper  part of  the source
area  do not  have coarse  scoria,  fine scoria  and  part of  the paleosol regular]y  Iocated beneath them  ;
a  thin layer of  debris is present between them  and  the sliding  surface.  Accordingly, except  fbr
the soil layers, the beds themselves must  have disintegrated when  they  split into b]ocks. This
splitting  and  disintegration of  the beds are  considered  essential  to the formation of  the debris
described latgr.

   
･The

 splitting  of  beds into blocks and  the sliding  of  these blocks probably  began along  the

lower margin  of the source  area,  the cut  of the path  and  the stream  wall,  immediately develop-
ing  upward  retrogressively  (Fig. 9).

  
  
  
  
  -

       100m

Fig. 9 Schematic sketch  of the modes  of  movement:

      slide and  dry debris flow.

   In the Iower southwestern  part of  source  area  B, the beds presumably had not  been  cut  be-
fore the slide  (2.2.tt). They  are believed to haye been induced to move  by the sliding  of  beds
to the east.

   The  retention  of  many  soil layer blocks and  debris in the upper  part  of  the source  area  as

compared  to the lower part is explained  as follows: By the tlme the splitting  and  sliding  of  the
blocks had  reached  the upper  part of  the source  area, the seismic  tremor  had decreased and  was

too weak  te engender  fUrther severe  siiding.

   The.splitting of  beds and  the retrogressive  development ef  a iandslide also  were  obseryed

during the 1964 Alaska earthquake  [81. These two  phenomena  may  represent  the way  land-
slides  take  place when  triggered by earthquake  [9].
(O Drydebrisfiow

   Dry  debris flow of  the moving  materials  is thought to haye occurred  because the size  of  the

blocks of  scorias  decreases fi;om the seurce  area  through  the proximal part  to the distal portion

t
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of  the depositional area.  In the distal part, some  debris shows  stratification  of alternated  beds
of  disaggregated coarse  scoria  grains and  soil; whereas,  elsewhere  the debris is made  up  of  a

generally chaotic  mixture  of  soil, fine scoria,  coarse  scoria,  and  paleosol. The  debnis did not

hollow the surface  soil beneath it deeply or  differentially. The  debris was  dry and  loose immedi-
ately  after  the slide which  generated a  large dust cloud.  The  phenomena  cited  here are  described
in sections,  2.2.4, 2,2.5, and  2.2.8.

    Cumulative evidence  shows  that the constituent  materials  were  considerably  disintegrated
by the sp!1,tting nvf  beds, continuA.d  to dish,ntegrate during moveiment,  and  fiowed in a dry con-
dition into the depositional area  (Fig. 9). The  direction of  movement  (given later) also  indicates
that the debris did flow. The  abundance  of  paleosol clods  in the proxirnal part pf the deposi-
tional area  presumably means  that the flowing debris was  composed  mainly  of  fine scoria,  coarse

scoria  and  soil.

    Soil layer blocks with  one  or  more  trees in their centers  probably floated on  the fiowing debris
because the blocks were  not  mixed  much  with  the debris and  were  found on  top of  the deposits
after  the landslide.

    The  splitting  of  the beds accompanied  by their disintegration is considered  to have been
a  necessary  precursor  to the formation of  the debris. If beds had slid as  unsplit  s!abs,  no  flow
of  debris could  have fbrmed.

    The  dry debris flow described fbr this landslide resembles  that of  rock  and  snow  avalanches.

And, although  there are  seyeral  hypetheses for the mechanism  of  ayalanche  movement  [3, 10,
l1, 12, 13, l4], dry debris flow and  rock  avalanches  need  further study,  especially  many  inore

field examinations  and  experiments.

2.3.2 Directionofmovement.  
'

   As  described in section  2.2.6, plants originally  in the main  part of  source  area  A  moved  south-

eastward,  the dip direction ef  the slope,  and  settled  in depesitional area  A', whereas  plants frorn
B  and  the southwestern  part of  A  moved  southeastward  and  settled  in B'.

sq
Fig. 10 Schematic sketch  showlng  the direct{on ofthem  ove-

      ment  of  the sliding rnateriat, Short lines show  the

      directien of striations. Thick arrows  show  the dis-
      placement ef  houses. Thin arrows  represent  the
      presumed direction of  debris movement.
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   The  direction of  the movement  of  materials  from source  area  A  was  determined from  the

fo11owing phenomena  (see sections 2.2.4 and  2.2.6). Conifers from A  are  distributed densely

in a U-shaped zone  with  its convex  side  to the southeast  in depositional area  A', the two  straight

parts of  the 
"U"

 corresponding  to the two  lateral ridges  of  the deposjt. These conifers,  thus,

are  dlstributed mainly  along  the rim  of  the deposits in area  A'. The  fbur houses in the south

of  A' were  transported  toward the SSE  to the lateral ridge  made  by the landslide, whereas  the

fbur houses in the center  of  A" were  transported southeastward.

   This means  that the center  of  the debris flow moved  southeastward  along  the center  line

ofA',  and  that its side  parts moved  toward  the SSE or  ENE, away  from the center  line of  A'

(Fig. 10). .

   At the distal part of  depositional area  A', the h{ghest point of  the deposit on  the westward

facing slope is on  the center  line trending  NW-SE  of  depositional area  A'. In contrast,  the cen-
                                                                            .
ter of  the distal mound  of  the deposit is on  the flat surface  40 m  southwest  of  the highest deposit

point on  the slope.  Plants that grew  on  the slope  before the slide  were  carried  down  toward

the SSW  to SSE  by the moving  debris, but were  not  dislodged. This is evidence  that the center

of  the debris fiow rushed  southeastward,  dashed against  the westward-faclng  slope,  then  rebound-

ed  southwestward  to form the mound  of  debris on  the fiat surface (Fig. 10).

2.3.3 P'lelocityestimation

   The  distance from the top of  source  area  A  to the southeastern  rim  of  depositional area  A'

is about  350 m.  If the materials  moved  this 350-m distance in 30 seconds  (2.2.7), their velocity

would  average  ll.7m/sec (42km!h). The  maximum  vetocity,  however, was  probably greater

because the duration of  the .landslide may  have been less than  30 seconds  and  because the veloc-

ity of  the material  changed  from zero  through  the maximum  to zero  again.

2.4 The  Paleosol in which  the Sliding Surface Formed  .

2.4.1 Position ofthe sliditrg su,:fbce
   The  posltion of  the slidlng  surface  in the paleesol  bed was  determined from outcrops  of  the

sliding  surface,  hand auger  boring data, and  a  crosscut  made  in the source  area  in Octeber 1979

(see Fig. 11).
   The  paleosol bed is divided in two  parts by differences in color;  light brown marking  the

upper  paleosol and  dark brown  the lower paleosol  (2.2.3). The  paieosol bed appears  td be 130-

230cm  thick and  the upper  paleosol about  40cm  thick, measured  vertically.  The  true thick-

nesses  of  these beds are  apparent  thicknesses multiplied  by cos  250 (O.91) as  the beds are  inclined

about  2so.

   The  sliding  surface  is Iocated in the paleosol  above  a  point 70 cm  from its base, most  of the

slidjng  surface  being' in the lower paleosol, with  a  small  amount  in the upper  paleosol (Fig. 11).

Consequently, the sliding  suriiace  in the upper  part of  the lewer paleosol cevers  a large area.  The

reason  for the sliding  surface  being formed in a restricted  zone  was  determined by mineralogical
;--  .
Investlgatlon.

2.4.2 Mineral[rgy

    The mineral composition  of  the paleosol was  checked  by X-ray analysis.  The  yertical  dis-

tribution of  its mineral  components  was  determined at two  points (a and  b in Fig. 11). Resutts

are  shown  graphically in Fig. 12.

    X-ray' analysis  data for the paleosol  at  the point at which  the sliding surface  is in the upper

paleosol is shown in Fig. 12a. The  upper  paleosol beneath the sliding  surface  has an  
apparent

vertical  thickness of  25cm,  and  the lower paleosol 105 cm.  The  lower part of  the lower pal-

eosol within  70 cm  of  its base is rich  in gibbsite with  halloysite or  a 14A  clay  mineral  scarcely

as  secondary  minerals.  Both the upper  part of  the lower paleosol and  the upper  paleosol, inore

than 70 cm  from its base, are  rich  in halloysite with  a subordinate  14 A  clay  mineral  and  gibbsite

rarely.  ･

-
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Fig. 11

    b-1

Map  showing  the position of  the sliding  surface  in the
paleosol. Solid circles indicate the sarnpling  points
for direct shear  tests. a  and  b (b-1, b-2) show  the
sarnpling  points for systematic  X-ray analysis. Colu-
mnar  sections  with  open  circles  are  based on  boring
data. The other  columnar  sections  are  based on  ex-

posures along  the crosscut  or  cllff.

   X-ray anatysis  data at the cliff bounding the source  area  where  the sliding  surface  is in the
upper  part of  the lower paleosol are  shown  in Fig. 12-b. The  Iower paleosol tends to be rich

in gibbsite in its lower part and  rich  in halioysite with  a  subordina'te  l4 A clay  mineral  in its upper

part. The lower part of  the upper  paleosol shows  only  a  distinct peak  for quartz in its X-ray

prefite; it probably is composed  mainly  of amorphous  materials.  The  upper  part of  the upper

paleosol is rich'in  ha'lleysite.

   Samples of  the paleosol taken  just beneath the sliding  surface  at other  five points were  aU

rich  in halloysite. One sample  was  from the upper  paleosol, the other  four from the lower

paleosol.

   Besides these minerals,  quartz was  present in all the samples  with  feIdspar, opal,  magnetite,

and  ifiterstratified mica-montmorillonite  sometimes  was  present. Ctay minerals  in the <2s`

fraction were  the same  as  those detected in the bulk' sample.

   The  paleoso] has mineralogical  zonation  as  shewn,  the lower part of  the lower paleosol tend-

ing to be rich  in gibbsite and  the upper  part of  the lower paleosol and  the upper  paleosol teriding
to be rich  in halioysite (with limitted amorphous  materials  in the upper  paleosol). The sliding
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Fig. I2 Columnar  sections  ofthe  paleosol and  the correesponding  X-ray diffraction

       diagrams. The legend and  sampling  points are  given in Fig.11. H,

       halloysite; 14, 14 A clay  mineral;  G, gibbsite; Q, quartz; F, feldspar.

surface  is located in the upper  part of  the lower paleosol and  in the upper  paleosol (2.4.2). The

paleosol just beneath this sliding  surfaee  js rich  in halloysite, evidence  that the landslide is re-

                                                           was  formed selectivelylated to the mineral  zonation  of  the paleosol  and  that the sliding  surface

in the halloysite-rich part.

    Volcanic ash,  or  loam, is known  to weather  to halloysite, gibbsite, 14 A  clay  minerals,  and

other  minerats  [15]. The  zonation  of  the halloysite-rich and  gibbsite-rich parts ef  the paleosol,

however, has not  been previously reported.  This compositional  zonation  also  is found in the

paleosol in a non-slide  area.  It is described in detail in Appendix  B.

2.4.3 7lextures

    The  paleosol sometimes  contains  grains, probably weathered  scoria  grains several  milli-

meters  to 1 cm  in diameter. Most  of  the lower paleosol grains are  very  weak  and  are  easily  qrush-

ed  by the fingers. Grains are  relatively  more  abundant  in the upper  paleosol tham in the lower

pa'eo.ss.i)2m,,gg'g,`:e,,ueg.eip,z',go,?oS,gr,e.gO,;c,;x,Sg,ab.i8,W,g`S.l.h8,fig:.ri?g.`f,a7,2e,Z"S,gi,th,.a,5,2iltya

it (Photo 9). Most  of  the root  holes are  less than  2mm  in diameter, but ones  of  about                                                                       1 cm  are

present  in the upper  paleosol. Some  undissolyed  roots  are  also  present in the paleosol.

    Textures of  the paleosol beneath the sliding  surface  were  checked  at seven  points with SOFT-

X-ray photographs. One  photograph was  made  of  an  upper  paleosol sampl ¢ , the others  made

                                                                     the plastic were  all of  the lower paleosol. Root  holes are  flattened and  almost  extinguished  by

 deformation of  the paleosol within  several  to 10cm  of  the sliding  surface.  White lines, proba-

 bly shear  fractures, are  sometirnes  present in the deformed paleosol (Photo 1op.
                                                       away  from this surface  root    Plastic defOrmation predominates only  near  the sliding  surface,

 holes without  plastic deformation or  shear  fractures remain.  This nieans  that the relative dis-

 placement between the sliding  material  and  the stationary  area  beneath it mainly  took.place along

 the sliding  surface;  it did not  extend  away  from the sliding  surface  and  the nearby  horizon.
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Photo 9 Root  holes in the  pateoso1. The  arrew  indi-

       cates  an  undissolved  plant root.

5cm

 
'Debris.

 - Slicling surface

Paieosol

Photo 10 Textures of  the  pateosol beneath the

       sliding  surface  (SOFT-X-ray photo-
       graph). Root  holes are  fiattened
       and  almost  extinguished  by plastic
       deformation near  the sliding surfacc .

2.4.4 Shearstrength

   The shear  strength  of  the paleosol  was  measured  at the site in June 1978 with  a  porthble,

direct shear  apparatus  (MARUTO,  S07B).

(l) Sampling

   The paleosol  was  sampled  at three points, 10cm  to 30cm  below the sliding  surface.  The

paleosol in the nonslide area  was  sampled  at the lower part of  the cliff that bounds source  area

B  (Fig. 11). All the samples'came  from the halloysite-rich upper  part of  the lower paleosol. No

shear  tests were  performed for the upper  paleosol as it was  diMcult to obtain  undisturbed  speci-

mens  because of  the hard grains present.

   Each  sample  was  cut  with  a  trimmer  to obtain  undisturbed  discoid specimens  20 mm  thick
and  50 rnm  in diameter. Two  series  of  tests were  made  for the sarnples  from each  point; one
a test in which  the shear  plane parallels the sliding surfaee, the other, one  in which  the shear  plane
is normal  to the sliding  surface.  All tests were  made  under  undrained  conditions.

(2) Results

   Results of  the direct shear  tests are  shown  graphically in Fig, l3. lhe shear  strength  yalues

for each  point are  approxiEnately  linear in the T-o  graplu The  shear  strength  values  for each
point obtained  from one  test series  are  not  much  different from  values  obtained  for the other,
but the values  of  different points difTer slightly. These value  differences probably are  due  to
differences in water  content  which  must  haye differed at each  point after  the s)id¢ .

   Thus, fracture line 1, determined by the method  of  least squares,  is assurned  to represent
the shear  strength  of  the halloysite-rich upper  part of  the lower paleosol.

r ==  c+atan  ¢ . (1)

in which  c=O.24  kgwlcrnZ, ¢ .==19",  R=O.89,  r is shear  stress, c is cohesion,  o  is normal  stress,

ip. is the internal friction angie,  arid  R  is the coeMcient  of correlation.

(3) Landslides and  shear  strength

   Assuming  that sliding  occurs  when  shear  fractures form in the paleosol, the horizontal ac-
celeration  of  an  earthquake  suMcient  to cause  sliding could  be calculated  (see Appendix A  for
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Fig. 13 Shear strength  of  the  paleosol.

a

details). A  horizontal acgeleration  of  about  380gals in addition  to gravity wou!d  be suracient

to cause  sliding.  Some  assumptions,  howeyer, were  made  before the calculations  were  done.

    At Mitaka-iriya, the largest horizontal acceleration  of  the Izu-Oshima-Kinkai earthquake

is believed to haye been 400-450gals, larger than  the calculated  380gals [16, 17]. Except for

this case,  the horizontal accelerations  of  earthquakes  recorded  after  the early  18th century  all

seetn  to have been less than  380 gals [18]. The  large acceleration  value  may  explain  why  a  land-

slide  oecurred  in this earthquake  but not  in previous  ones.  Some  points. are  still not  clear,  not-

ably  when  the path and  the stream  wall  cut  the paleosol bed.

2.5 CausesoftheLandstide

    The  causes  of  landslides can  be divided into two  groups;  basic causes  (conditions) fayoring

a  landstide and  initiating causes  [19]. These two  groups of  causes  are  surnmarized  here for the

landslide at Nanamawari*.
       .
(l) Basiccauses

    1. Surface materials  were  composed  of  Quaternary pyroclastic fall deposits that were  strat-

       ified nearly  parallel to the slope  surface.  This favored formation of  a continuous  smooth

       sliding  surface.

    2. A  weak  halloysite-rich paleosol was  present several  meters  below the slope  surface,  and

       it was  i" this paleosQl that the sliding  surface  formed.

    3. Scorias and  soil which  were  poorly bounded  together predominated  above  the paleosol.

       These materials  were  favorable for the formation of  the debris that fiowed in a  dry con-

        dition.

    4. Most  of  the beds that slid had  been cut  by the path  or the stream  wall  in the lower part

        of  the slope.  They therefbre did not  haye suMcient  support  from the strata  on  the lower

        slope  before the slide.
      t- i
(2) Imtiatmgcauses

    An  earthquake  tremor  with  a  maximum  horizontat aceeleratien  of  400-450gals was  the'

initiating cquse  of the Nanarnawari landslide.

*  No  evidence  was  found that a  sliding surface  or  zone  weakened  by creep  had  been formed  in the pa]-

  eosel  before the Iandslide caused  by the 1978 earthquake.  I therefore  believe that there had been

neither  previous sliding  nor  creeping  in this area.

steeper  than  this one  (see section  3.2, 1).
A  sliding surface  probably had  formed in a slope

NII-Electronic  
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              3. SIMILAR  LANDSLIDES  IN  OTHER  LOCATIONS

                              IN  wwTAKA-IRIYA

3.1 General

   Landslides similar  ･to that at Nanamawari  took  place at six localities in Mitaka-iriya (II-
VII in Fig. 1). In every  one,  all or  most  of  the sliding  surface  was  formed  in the upper  part of

the paleQsol several  meters  below the slope  surface.  Scoria, seil and  part of  the paleosol slid

(Fig. 14). The  scale  of  each  landslide was  about  the same  as, or  less than, that at Nanamawari.
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Fig. 14 Colurnnar sections  and  the dips of  slopes  in the seven  landslide
      areas  in Mitaka-iriya.

   The  source  areas  in these landslides were  inclined 150 to 300 and  were  separated  from the

surrounding  nonslide  areas  by small  cliffs seyeral  meters  high.

   All deposits on  the fiat plane are  lobate with  lateral ridges  and  a  distal mound  on  the plane.

When  a  deposit buries the stream  bed at a bend of  the stream,  the top bf the deposit is higher

on  the under-cut  slope  than  on  the slip-off  slope.  Deposits are  composed  of  disaggregated scoria

grains, soil, paleosol, and  blocks of  scoria.  Soil layer blocks with  plant root  systems  lie on  top

of  the deposits.

   Halloysite was  detected in the paleosols just beneath the sliding  surfaces  in four landslide

areas  (I, Il, III, IV  and  VI). In the other  two areas'(V  and  VII), gibbsite was  present. Halloy-

site, however, might  be found on  closer  investigztion.

   The morpholegies  of  these six landslides and  the materials  that slid resemble  those of  the

Iandslide at Nanamawari.  This indicates that these landslides must  have had the same  mode

of  movement  as  at Nanamawari.

3,2 Why  the landslides occurred  Iocally

    Landslides took place at only  seven  localities, but the same  pyroclastic faIl deposits seem

to cover  the whole  of  the neighboring  area  and  would  be the basic cause  of  the landslides. The

factors that limited the number  of  landslides may  have been the presence or  absence  of  Iateral

support  by the Iower part of  a slope  and  the relation  between the direction of  a  slope  and  the di-

rection  of  the earthquake  tgemor.
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3.2.1 Lateralsumpert

    Conditions in the lower parts of  seurce  area  slopes  before the slides  are  collsidered.  In land-

 slides II, VI, and  VII (Fig. 1) beds slid  on  a  gentle slope  above  a  knick line formed by stream  ero-

 sion. These beds were  stratified  nearly  parallel to the gentle slope.  Probably, these beds that

 slid were  cut  by steep  slopes  lower than  the knick lines and  had  no  laterar support  from strata

 in the lower parts of  the slopes  before the slides.

    In landslide IV, the beds that slid probably  had been cut  by the road  in the Iower part of

 the slope  befbre the slide, In landslide III, beds probably had crept  and  formed an  overturned
     ..-  Ai  - .A  - -.- .i  ti , - tH --  -T
 fold jn the lower  part  ol tne stope  Detore  tne sllae, as  m  tne  coilapse  structure  aescrlDea  Dy  Har-

 rison  and  Falcon I20]. Previous creeping  in landslide III may  be attributable  to the fact that

 the beds that slid in this landslide were  the steepest  (30e) and  thickest (6.4rn) of  all those

 studied  (Fig. 14).

    In conclusion,  it seems  certain  that landslides in Mitaka-iriya cocurred  on  slopes  that had

 little lateral support  froin their lower part.

 3.22 Directionoftheslope

    An  examination  of  the direction of  the slopes  on  which  landslides teok place showed  that

 all seven  landslides occurred  on  slopes  inclined ENE  to S (Fig. 1) even  though  there are  many

 slopes  inc]ined in other  directions near  the landslide areas.  Thus,  the'occurrence  of  landslides

 also  may  be contro]Ied by the direction of  the earthquake  tremers.

            4. A  COMPARISON  WITH  COLLAPSING  LANDSLIDES

                OF  PYROCLASTIC  FALL  DEPOSITS  IRIGGERED

                         BY  OTHER  EARTHQUAKES  
･

   Much  of  Japan is covered  by young  pyroclastic fa11 deposits. Many  landslides similar  to

those at  Mitaka-iriya took  place during the 1968 Tokachi-Oki earthquake  and  the 1949 Irna-

ichi earthquake  (Fig. 15). These landslides were  similar  to those at Mitaka-iriya in their shifted
materials,  source  morphelogy,  depositional areas  and  rapid  movement  (Table 1). Their modes

of  movement,  however, were  not  thoroughly  determined.

"

Fig. 15

8Tekachi-Oki
  earthquake

 Imaichi･

 earthquake

Oshima- Kinkai
hqpake

Distribution of volcanic  ash  soils  [l5],
to the one  at  Nanarnawari.

and  landslides similar
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Table 1 Comparison of  landslides triggered by the 1978 Izu-Oshima-Kinkai, 1968 Tokachi-
       Oki, and  1949 lrnaichi earthquakes.

25

Earthquake

Place

Materials
that slldSlidingsurfaoeDeposits

Duration

References

The  l978 Izu-Oshima-
Kinkai earthquake

Mitaka-iriya
(Nanamawari)

Quaternary pyroclastic
fa11 deposits (scoria, ash)

upper  part of paleosol
rich  in halloysite

lobe-shaped with  lateral
ridges, a distal mound
on  the flat plane
soil  layer btocks are
on  lt -
dryabout

 30 seconds

The 1968 Tolcachi-Oki
earthquake

Hachinohe city

FQuaternary

 pyroclastic
faIl deposits (pumice, ash)

The 1949 Imaichi earth-
quakeNoguchi

 in Nikko city

d

boundary between  ash
and  the pumice  beneath it

lobe-shaped and  uni-

formly thlck  on  the  flat
planesoil

 layer blocks are
on  itwetless

 than  one  minute

(21)

Quaternary pyroclastic
fa11 deposits (pumice, ash)

halloysite-rich clayey

jayerlobe-shaped

 with  a distal
rnound  (Iateral ridges ?)
soil layer blocks are
en  itdry?

very  short  time?

(22, 23, 25)

4.1 l968 OffTokachi Clrokachi-Oki) Earthquake

    Many  landslides occurred  in Hachinohe  City and  vicinity  in Aomori  Prefecture during this
earthquake.  Landslides composed  of  pyroclastic fall deposits, pumice .and aslt were  particularly
common.  These depositional bodies cover  exceptionally  Iarge areas  as  compared  to their rather

narrow  source  areas.  The  landsiides took  place in more  than  ten Iocalities and  caused  many

disasters. The  sliding  surface  of  all the landslides is believed to have been at the boundary  be-
tween  the ash  and  pumice just beneath the surface  or  nearby,  several  meters  below the slope  sur-

face [21]. The mineral  compositions  near  the sliding  surface  were  not  identified.

    The  Hachinohe landslides resemble  those in Mitalca-iriya (Table l), the oniy  distinct differ-
ence  between the two being the thickness of  the deposits distributed on  the flat surface  and  the

dryness of  the materials  that slid. Deposits generally had  unifbrm  thickness in the lands]ides
at  Hachinohe, whereas  they  were  thicker in the lateral and  distal portions than  in other  parts
of  the deposits at  Mitaka-iriya. The  materials  that slid were  wet  .at 

Hachinohe, and  dry at

Mitaka-iriya.

    At Hachinohe, the region  in which  landslides have been dense corresponds  to the area  in
which  200 mm  of  precipitation had fa11en in the three days preceding  the slides  [21]. Many  re-

ports mention  that pumice or  ash,  saturated  with  water,  was  liquefied by the earthquake  shock

and  caused  catastrophic  mudfiows.  But similar  landslides took  place under  dry conditions  at

Mitaka-iriya. Therefore, although  the precipitation that preceded the Tokachi-Oki earthquake

might  have been important in decreasing the shear  strength  of  the zone  in which  the sliding  sur-

face forrned, the water  itself was  not  essential  for the movemept  of  these materials.

  
'
 The  thickness of  the distribution of  the deposits indicates that wet  debris is less mobile  than

dry debris during its flow. Thg  lesser mobility  of  the wet  debris may  be due to the surface  ten-

sion  of  the unsaturated  interstitial water.

.4.2 l949ImaichiEarthquake

    Many' landslides took place on  slopes composed  of  Quaternary pyroclastic fa]1 deposits ef
purriice and  ash,in  and  around  the cities of  Imaichi and  Niklco in Tochigi Prefeg,ture, during the
1949 earthquake.  Some resemble  the slides  at Mitaka-iriya. The  landslide at Noguchi in Nikko
has been described in detail by Koide (Table 1).[22]. The sliding  surfaces  of  these landslides
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are  considered  to have formed  in a  halloysite-rich clay  layer several  meters  below the slope  sur-

face [23].
    In addition,  in the 1974 Izu-Hanto-Oki earthquake  a  sliding  surface  was  formed in a  hal-

loysite-rich layer originating fi;om Tertiary tuff. This  tuff; tuffaceous sandstone,  and  vercanic

breccia slid and  fiowed at Nakagi  in the south  of  the Izu Peninsula [24]. Therefore, the presence
of  halleysite may  be important in the formation of  collapsing  landslides of  this type.

                                5. CONCLUSIONbA

    Collapsing landslides at Nanamawari,  triggered by the 1978 Izu-Oshima-Kinkai earthquake,

that were  composed  of  pyroclastic fa11 deposits accompanied  by dry debris fiow, their phenom-
ena  and  causes,  were  studied.  The  modes  of  movement  at Nanamawari  were  shown  to be yery
fast sliding  and  debris flow under  dry conditions.  The  important basic causes  of  these land-

slides  were  insuMcient lateral support  by strata  on  the lower slope and  a  weak  halloysite-rich

paleosol in which  the sliding  surface  formed.

    Because Japan is covered  widely  by young  pyroclastic fa11 deposits, landslides similar  to

that at Nanamawari  have eccurred  during other  earthquakes.  Therefbre the landslide at Nana-

mawarj  is considered  typical of  this type of  landslide in Japan.

    Several important questions remaln  unanswered:  What  is the mechanism  of  debris fiow
under  dry conditions,  the mechanical  behaviour of  halloysite-rich 

"soil"

 under  dynamic shear,

the origin  of  the zonation  of  the mineral  cemposition  of  the paleosol  and  the behavjour of  seis-

mic  waves  in mountains.  These questions must  be answered  by scientists  expert  in soil me-

chanics,  geophysics, geology, and  mineralogy.
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APPENDIX  A

Mechanical Aspects of  the Landslide at Nanamawari

    Suppose an  
"infinite"

 slope with  inclination e made  up  of  bulk unit  weight  p. Analysis

of  a  prismatic element  of  malerials  on  the 
"sliding

 surface"  was  made  (Fig. A.1). Thus, the

limit equilibrium  condition  is determined in two  dimensions. The.elernent has a square  base

                             h
with  a  unit  length and  the height
                            cos  e'
    Sliding is assumed  to take place when  shear  stress, r,  and  normal  stress, o,  en  the base of

the element  satisfy  Coulomb's criterion  :

                                  T=  c+o  tan ¢ .
 (1)
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h!cosehr
a

F

                                       pfi e

                       Fig. A-1 Element on  the sliding surface.                         v'

in which  c:=240  gw!cm2 and  ip.==190.
   Usually the element  receives the force of  gravity and  soil  pressure. Soil pressure along  the

unslope  boundary of  the element  is the same  as  that along  the downslope boundary because of

the "infinite"
 slope. Shear stress, r,  and  normal  stress, g, on  the base of  the element  are  given

by

                            o=  ph cos  e, T  :=t  ph  sine

shown  graphically as  point A  in the a-T  graph (Fig. A.2). If point A  is in the 
"nonfracture

 range",

no  sliding  occurs.

                            reg:tx

                            b phcos-FSine  . a

                              Fig.Ar2  a-rgraph.

   Assuming  a  fbrce, E  is exerted  statically on  the element  in a  horizontal direction by the earth-

quake (Fig. A.1), shear  stress, r, and normal  stress, o, on  the base of  the element  are  given by

                              o==  ph  cose-Fsine  (2)

                              T=  ph sin  e+Fcose  (3)

To  obtain  the value  of  F  suMcient  to cause  sliding,  substitute  Eqs. (2) and  (3) for Eq. (1):

                          F-e+P,h,(,coeitZI.ane
¢

,,"i¢

S-ii-e-/
 (4)

The  value  ofFalso  can  be obtained  by a  graphical solution  (Fig. A.2). Draw  a  line perpendicu-

lar to line OA  from point A. Let the intersection of  the perpendicular and  fracture line 1 be B.

The  value  of  F  is the length of  AB.

   The  aeceleration,  a,  to generate  force Fis given by

                                 980F =  phsa

in which  s  is 1 cmZ,  and  the units  E  p, h, and  a  are  gw, g/cmS, cm,  and  cmfs2.

    From  this point the actual  yalue  of  a  is obtained  by graphing  on  the assumption  that the

jnclination e of  the slope  is 200 to 3eO, that the bulk unit  weight  of  the materials  is between 1.3

and  1.S glcmS  and  that the thickness of  the element  is between 300 and  350 crn.

    All the points in Fig. A.3 (P, Q, R, S, and  M)  show  the stress  on  the base of  the element  when

e, h, and  p have the fo11owing vatues.
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40

ptAS

 30)s-20
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                                      O  igw/cm2)

                     Fig. A-3 Graphic  resolution  ofslope  stability.

                      P:e  =  300, h ==  350 em,  p =  1.5 g/cm3

                      Q : e=  3oo, h=  3oo cm,  p =:  1,3 g!cm3

                      R  : e =  2oe, h =  3oo cm,  p =  1.3 g/cm3

                      S:e=  200, h=  350 cm,  p== 1.5 gfcmS

                      M:  e=  250, h=  325 cm,  p ==  1.4 glcmS

Aocordingly, the stress  on  the base of  the element  was  in the shaded  zone  jn Fig. A.3 before the

earthquake.  Point M  is about  in the middle  ef  the shaded  zone.

   Graphing produced  the fo11owing values of acceleration  needed  to cause  sliding:

                       P...240 gals, Q...390 gals, R...560 gals,

                       S...400gals, and  M...380 gals.

The  greatest value  of  a  is 560 gals and  the least value  24e gals. The  value  determined from point

M  is 380 gals.
   Now,  consider  the seismic  intensity at Mitaka-iriya during past 1arge earthquakes  recorded

from  the early  part ef  the 18th century.  Thelr isoseismals are  shown  in Fig. A.4 on  the seismic

scale  of  the J.M.A., in which  the 5th degree closely  corresponds  to 80-250 gals and  the 6th degree

to 250400  gals. The  maximum  seisrnic  intensity at Mitaka-iriya was  at the 6th degree during

the l923 Kanto earthquake,  and  the 5th degree, or less, during the other  earthquakes.  The  largest

horizontal acceleration  at Mitaka-iriya during the Kanto earthquake  presumably was  smaller

than the value  (about 380 gals) that causes  sliding.

    Irr contrast,  the largest horizontal acceleration during the 1978 earthquake  at Mitaka-iriya

was  estirnated  as  400-450 gals from the survey  of  toppled  tombstenes  [15]. Thls accounts  for

the 1978 sliding  at  Nanamawari  in Mitaka-iriya being caused  by the earthquake,  even  though

the above  discussion assumes  an  
"infinite"

 slope  and  a  static  force proyided by the earthquake.
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1953 Boso-Oki

 earthquake
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1900Miyakejima'

 earthquake
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1 935 Shizuoka

`earthquake

    (7)

 

1972Hachljejima-

Kinkai earthquake

    (11)

l923 Kanto

earthquake

   g)

1936 Niijima

earthquake

   (8)

  ･I-ll･i-i":
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1972Hachijojirna-

Toho-Oki earthquake

   (12)

                               Seismic intensity

                               3rd degree

                          i,:' lliJ 4th

   !934Minami-Izu lg76 Kawazu- EZZi1 5th

    earthquake  earthquake*  gEBSa 6th

      (13) (l4)

Fig. Ar4 Isoseismals of  past large earthquakes  in the Izu Peninsula. Mitaka-iriya is shown
        by the open  circle. The figure marked  * is from Murai  [26]; a]I the others  are

        reproduced  from Usami  [18].

APPENDIX  B

                      Mineralogical Features of  the Paleoscl

   The rnineral  composition  of  the paleosel was  checked  in nonslide  areas (see Fig. 1) as  well

as  at  Nanamawari.  At the latter site, the beds are  composed  of  talus deposits of  andesitic  rub-

ble, the paleosol, scoria,  and  soil in ascending  order  (Fig. B.1). These beds are all outcrops  in
one  cross  section,  and  ofTbr  a  good  site for the systematic  sampling  needed  to determjne the min-
eralogical  features of  the paleosol and  the other  beds.

   Several tens of  samples  were  collected  at the outcrop  (closed circles in Fig. B.i) for X-ray
and  chernical  analyses.  Results are  shown  in Figs. B.1, B.2, and  B.3; Fig. B.l shows  the zona-

tion of  the mineral  composition.  Fig. B,2 sh6ws  the relative  abundance  of  each  constituent
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Fig. B-1 Sketch of the outcrop  showing  the compositional  zonatien  of  minerals.  Solid circles
       indicate the  sampling  points used  for ×-ray analysis.  Cl  to C8  and  S3 to S9 corres-
       pend to the points in Fig. B-2  and  B-3.
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Fig. B2Mineral  composition  ef the paleosol, and  other  layers, determined by X-ray anal)sis.
The relative abundance  of  a  mineral  in one  samp;e  compared  to that in an  other

sample  was  measured  qualitatively from  the  -prominent X-ray  diffhraction peaks of  that

mineral.  Fs: feldspar (3.2Z A), Px:' pyroxene (2.99 A), Ol: olivine (2.46 A), Mg:
magnetite  (2.53 A), Qz: quartz (3.34 A), Op: opal  (4.04 A), Gib: gibbsite (4.84 A),
Hal: halloysite (10.16 A), and  14 A: 14 A clay  mineral  (14.48-14,24 A),
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Fig. B-3  Chemical composition  of the paleosol and  other  layers.O.1%

mineral  determined from X-ray diffl7action diagrams. Fig. B.3 shows  the chemical  composition.

    In the paleosol there is zonation  of  mineral  compositien  of  secondary  minerals  that resem-
bles the zonation  in the landslide area  at Nanamawari.  The upper  part is rich  in halloysite with

a  subordinate  14A  clay  mineral  but is without  gibbsite. The  lewer part is rich  in gibbsite with
subordinate  halloysite and  a  14A  clay  mineral.  Besides these, opal  (probably a  secondary  min-

eral), quartz, magnetite,  and  sometimes  feldspar are  present. The  relative  abundance  of  gibbs-
ite seems  to be in proportion to that of opal,  and  to be in inverse proportion  to that of  halloy-
site (Fig. B.2).

   The  scoria  above  the paleosol includes secondary  minerals  scarcely,  but contains  feldspar,
pyroxene, olivine,  magnetite,  and  quartz. The  structure  of  soil at the top indicates that it is fbrm-
ed  by the weathering  of  the scoria underneath  (Fig. B.1). This soil  contains  quartz, magnetite,

gibbsite, opal,  a  14 A  clay  mineral  and  some  feIdspar. Pyroxene and  olivine  probab]y have been
extenguished  by weathering.

   The  main  diderence between the paleosor and  the present soil is that the paTeosol centains
halloysite, whereas  the soil does not.  Assuming that the paleosel was  formed primarily with

the same  mineral  composition  as that of  the present soil, the hatloysite must  haye been forrned
later probably by chemical  reaction between the primary paleosol and  water  percolating from
the surface.  The  relatively  large ameunt  of  halloysite in the upper  part of  the paleosol as  com-

pared to the lower  part supports  this hypothesis.
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